
what do
growers say?

“The grass didn’t 
burn off as fast. 

Stayed green and 
kept growing...
about 2 weeks 
longer I’d say.“

“I manage my soils to 
maximize return on my 

ranch...WITHOUT a 
lot of inputs. We saw 

about a 33% increase 
in tonnage...“
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“We knew goin’ in that 
we were gonna be short 

on hay this year...we 
ended up getting

about 100 extra
bales just by

spraying
Rhyzogreen.“

“I’ve used many different 
biological products... it’s 
superior to anything I’ve 
used or sold...allows you 

to cut down
on nitrogen by

15% easy.“

“The ground I sprayed versus the 
ground I didn’t was about 3  
bales to the acre difference... 
$300/acre value. The  
product has more than  
paid for itself. This is  
something we’ll  
continue to do. It  
speaks for itself.”

“...used Rhyzogreen 
this year and with 
the yields I’ve seen... 
I will use it again 
next year, on  
every acre!“

“We had the best yields 
that I’ve seen...around 
a half a ton to the acre 
better than the year 
before.“

“We applied Rhyzogreen® after 
our first cutting on hay...I figure 

we saw an average increase 
of about 20-25% in tonnage 

across all our land, and that’s 
conservative. And we only ran 

water for like a week before 
application...“

“With the price of 
fertilizer, you’ve gotta 

try utilize what you 
have...my plan this year 

is to use Rhyzogreen
on pretty much

everything I have.“

“We’re gonna save 
approximately $60 

an acre in fertilizer, 
and increase yield.“

“Yield was better on 
alfalfa and we seen a 
nice bump in relative 

feed value.”
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“It’s cold country with a short 
growing season and we had 

an unusually cool spring. That 
should have put us behind in 
production... we’re seeing 
about a 40% increase in 

tonnage.”


